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I. GENERAL 

This Service Manual gives information covering repair, 
adjustment and testing of GX Neutral o.c. Relays·. 

The GX Relay is a special s·tyle G ~ size H relay enclosed 
in a metal housing. The relay has heavy-duty contact springs 
and two permanent magnets to blow out arcs that may occur 
when the contacts are breaking heavy load currents. 
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A special indicator window is provid~d to permit a visual in
dication of the relay's position from outside the housing. 
The parts of the GX Relay are shown in F~gure 1. 

A. Sub-Assemblies 

There are three riveted sub-assemblies in the relay: the 
m~gnet assembly, armature complete, and fixed ladder assembly 
(figure 1). Replacement as a unit is reconunended for all 
three sub-assemblies. 

II. SERVICE RECOMMENDATIONS 

Relays in service should be inspected at regular in
tervals'for proper contact operation, and the calibration 
values measured. 

It is usually reconunended that a relay be readjusted if, 
when tested at 680F, its pick-up value becomes 115% greater 
than, or its drop-away value becomes 50% less than the 
nominal values given in the calibration table at the end of 
this specification. 

III. SHOP REPAIRS, ADJUSTMENT & CALIBRATION 

A. Tools and Calibration Parts 

1. The following special tools will be needed for 
servicing GX relays. 

N392371 
N381322 
M394617 
M375752 
M394619 
M394621 
Nl05440 

Bending Tool for Restoring Springs 
Bending Tool for Contact Fingers 
Special .025" Thickness Gage 
Special .030" Thickness Gage 
Special .038" Thickness Gage 
Special .042" Thickness Gage 
Gram Gage (0-900 grams) 

2. Phosphor bronze shims will be needed for installation 
in GX relays to adjust the armature air gap: 

M348363 
M374336 

.003" ·thick. 

.008" thick. 

Additional thicknesses are available; however, it is 
permissible to obtain the required thickness by us~ng several 
shims, or to slightly reduce the thickness of a shim by 
filing it •. 
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B. Relay Assembly Procedures 

If for any reason it is necessary to completely dismantle 
and reassemble the relay, it should be reassembled in the 
following manner. 

1. The armature complete should first be applied 
to the magnet assembly, then the insulating block (Figure 1). 
When held lightly against the magnet core, the armature 
should lie flat, with not more than 0.004" opening at any 
point, except 0.006" along tp.e side legs of the armature. 
Without pressure, and as measured with the magnet assembly 
horizontal and armature at top, in the completed relay there 
must be not less than 0.008" clearance between the armature 
and each projecting lug on the insulating block. 

,. 

2. The spring insulators, restoring springs, insulating 
plate, pressure plate, conical w~sher spring, and screw shall 
then be assembled. The screw should be taken down only hand 
tight. The operating and fixed ladders should then be applied, 
with a suitable temporary strap or band to hold them in place. 

LABEL 
HOLDER 

ARMATURE 
AIR GAP SHIM 

(AS REQUIRED) 
MAGNET ASSEMBLY 

COIL 
TIGHTENING 

SHIMS 

FIGURE 1. GX Relay Component Parts 

PRESSURE PLATES 

INSULATING 
PLATE 

SPRING 
INSULATOR 

COIL 
TERMINALS 

EQUALIZING 
SHIM 

INSULATING BLOCK 

3. The coil terminals, fixed and movable contact springs, 
and stack spacers (figure 2) should be applied. The temporary 
strap or band (used in 2 above) can be removed as soon as the 
fixed contact springs have been installed. 
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Stack spacers must be installed with the bent pro
jection downward, with the result that the corner projection 
of the spacer will show either at the left rear or at the 
right forward corner of the stack. 

4. The stack screw shall be tightened to a torque of max. 
40, min. 35-inch-pounds, with the relay in a fixture which will 
align all parts. Before tightening it, the stack screw should 
be backed off at least 1/2 turn, to make sure the stack is 
loose enough for all springs to align themselves in the fixture. L . 
In doing repair work it will be satisfactory to tighten the 
screw until the coniqal washer spring at the top of the stack 
is felt to flatten against the steel pressure plate. 

5. The following final assembly steps should not be 
undertaken until mechanical adjustments, contact cleaning, 
and electrical calibration of the relay have been completed 
as outlined in subsequent paragraphs. 

6. Apply label holder. 

c. Coils 

1. Coil resistances are given in Table 1. The piece 
number is stamped on the coil. It should not ordinar.ily be 
necessary to measure coil resistance. In case of a damaged 
coil the relay should be dismantled and the complete magnet 
assembly (core and coil) should be replaced. 

D. Contact Cleaning & Replacement 

1. Burned or pitted contact tips should be smoothed with 
a fine toothed file or a contact burnishing tool. Mere dis
coloration or blackening (tarnishing) of the silver tips does 
not indicate a need for cleaning. 

2. Contact cleaning should be accomplished by wiping off 
the tips with a clean area of a dry Fluflon cloth-covered 
metal strip, piece number N378099-drawing B35025-Sheet 34. 
Care should be taken not to rub edge of cloth covered strip 
against ladder. 

Fluflon strips can be cleaned by using a mild soap 
or detergent and water rinsing thoroughly, and allowing to 
dry. New Fluflon sleeving to re-cover three metal strips can 
be ordered as piece number J772330. To apply the sleeving, 
heat seal one end by placing in a flame and pinching quickly 
with pliers. Stretch the sleeving over the metal strip and 
cut off leaving 1/8" of excess material. Heat seal at the 
excess material. 
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3. Damaged or worn contact sprin~ can be replaced by 
merely loosening the stack screw enou so that one spring at 
a time can be worked out at the side of the stack and a new 
one installed. The screw should be retightened gradually, 
watching the alignment of all parts as tightening progresses. 
In general purpose relays only four standard contact springs 
are used, the left-hand front contact spring being interchange
able with the right-hand back spring, and vice-versa. 

4. The stackscrew has been tightened to correct tension 
at the factory, and except when necessary in making repairs 

. t it should not be disturbed. In doing repair work the stack-
screw should be retightened in accordance with paragraph B4. 

E. Mechanical Adjustments 

1. The armature air gap depends upon the thickness of a 
phosphor bronze shim (figure 1) which is between the support 
plate of the fixed insulating ladder, and the magnet assembly. 
To install a shim of different thickness the label holder 
should be removed, and the fixed ladder pried slightly upward. 
The shim will fall out when the relay is tilted forward. 

With the armature at its full-stroke position, the 
armature air gap should be measured by inserting a thickness 
gage, to a depth of about 1/8", between the center core leg 
and the armature. The armature air gap should be not less 
than 0.002". Unless wear has occurred between the armature 
and its stop ledges, it should not be necessary to change the 
shim originally installed in the relay. When other relay 
adjustments are being made the shim should be in place, other
wise the armature might not be making its full stroke. 

2. The armature stroke has a value of .065± .003 at the 
window in the fixed ladder support plate, and is not adjustable. 

3. The restoring spring shall then be adjusted to provide 
a Hold Away Force of max. 315 grams, min. 290 grams. 

Hold Away force is the force which normally holds the 
armature away from the magnet core. It is provided by the 
restoring spring, at top of the contact stack, which pulls 
against the movable insulating ladder. 

Auxiliary restoring springs are also provided in the 
middle of the contact stack. These are not likely to need 
adjustment. 
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A gram gage should be used to measure the force 
against the top of the movable ladder at which the front 
contact springs just begin to move toward the fixed, or heel 
contact springs. This is the hold-away force, and it can be 
adjusted by bending the restoring spring, using-the large 
bending tool called for in paragraph A. 

4. Contact adjustments should be checked using thickness 
gages as listed in paragraph A. These gages are designed to 
be inserted between the armature and the.upper ledges of the 
window in the ladder support plate, with the relay de-energized. 
-Values of thickness gages to be applied when checking "make" 
and "open" limits of contacts are given in the tabulation 
below. 

Adjusting to meet these.limits should be done by 
bending the movable contact springs, at a point between the 
contact tip and the front surface of the movable insulating 
ladder. The small bending tool listed in paragraph A should 
be used. 

All normally open contacts 

All normally closed contacts 

THICKNESS GAGE 

Contacts 
Making 

0.042" 

0.025" 

Contacts 
Open 

0.038" 

0 .030" 

S. In adjusting to meet electrical calibration values, 
a low drop away value is likely to be caused by too low hold
away force 2:., armature air gap too small. 

A high full stroke value is likely to be caused by 
hold-away force~ air gap too large. 

F. Electrical Calibration 

1. Calibration Values applying for each relay are 
given in Table 1. 

2. Relays should be calibrated from a source of variable 
d-c voltage, with a voltmeter connected directly across the 
relay.coil. The relay should be supported in such a position 
that the magnet core and armature will be in a vertical plane. 
For convenience in making mechanical adjustments the contact 
stack should be on the right side of the core, as viewed from 
front of relay. 
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(a) Apply voltage, and bring it up to the 
Charge (Chg.) value given in Table 1. 

(b) Gradually reduce the voltage until the 
armature drops away, opening all normally 
open contacts. This is the Initial 
Drop Away CD.A.) value, and for new or 
readjusted relays it should not be less 
than the value given in the table. 

(c) Reduce the voltage to zero, open the 
relay coil circuit for a moment and 
reclose, then increase the voltage 
gradually until the armature operates 
to its full-stroke position. This is 
the Initial Full Stroke (F.S.) value 
and for new or readjusted relays it 
should not be greater than the value 
given in the table. 
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3. Adjustments to meet calibration values should be made 
in accordance with paragraph E. 

G. Final Inspection 

1. With a magnetic compass, check that the "N" pole of 
each permanent magnet is nearest to the aluminum cover. 

2. With the relay assembled to the cover the calibration 
shall be rechecked to meet the values given in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

Relay Coil Charge Minimum · Maximum 
Pc. No. Ohms Volts Drop Away Pick Up (F. S.) 

N437163 200 24 3.0 16.0 
N437164 200 24 3.0 17.0 

A three volt pick-up spread is allowable, but (F.S.) 
full stroke pick-up value must not exceed above limits. 
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IV. PARTS LISTING FOR STYLE "GX" RELAYS 

Relay Part Number Contacts Relay Reference 

N437163 8 N.O. - 6 N.C. (SF - GB) A 
N437164 12 N.O. - 2 N.C.(12F - 2B) B 

Quantity 
Part 

Item Number Description 
Required Used On 
(Total) Relay Ref. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

9 
10 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

16 
17 
s 
c 

N392571-001 
N437162 
N387331 
M348083 
M374330 
J77630·1 

. J776300 
M451299-0501 

M451187-3601 
M349369 

M348323 
M432347 
J776287 
M372935 
Use as req'd. 

J791541 
M395741 
M349370 
M349368 

AA J068195 
AB J068196 
AC J068193 
AD J068194 

HA N387481 
HB N387482 
HC N387477 
HD N387478 
HE N387479 
HF N387480 
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Magnet Assembly 
Armature Assembly 
Fixed Ladder Assembly 
Wedge, Coil 
Shim, Equalizing 
Block, Insulating 
Ladder, Operating 
Bolt,~-20x4~ Hex Hd 

Cap. 
Strap, Top Mounting 
Washer, Conical 

Spring 
Plate, Pressure 
Spring, Restoring 
Plate, Insulating 
Insulator, Spring 
Shim, Air Gap (see 

Test--"Tools & 
Calibration Parts" 

Holder, Label 
Shim, Coil Tightening 
Spacer, Stack 
Terminal, Coil 

Spring, Aux Restoring 
Spring, Aux Restoring 
Spring, Aux Restoring 
Spring, Aux Restoring 

Spring, Contact 
Spring, Contact 
Spring, Contact 
Spring, Contact 
Spring, Contact 
Spring, Contact 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

3 
1 
1 

32 

1 
5 

24 
2 

1 
1 
1 
1 

7 
7 

4-A 6-B 
4-A 6-B 
3-A 1-B 
3-A 1-B 

A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 

A 
A 
A 

A 
A 
A 
A 

A 
A 
A 
A 
A 

A 
A 

A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 

B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 

B 
B 
B 

B 
B 
B 
B 

B{. 
s; 
W-' 
a· 
B 

B 
B 

B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 

•. 
-· 
~ . . , .. 
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R£Lf.lY 
REF. 118" 

5-!a.c.K Sprh.1g Ife.,,., Fixed Ladder ·sh 
seace J.eft R19J,t Shouldel"' Sp 

-33 
-- HA -H8 ..____._ 
__;3/ s-s 
--- IIC-HD 
-29-s-s 
---HIJ-/IB 
- 27- S-5 
---JIC-110 
-25 

J....-'---1- - 29 - _ ............... 

i---..---1- - 2 7 - --1---1 

---HA-HB ...._~,_ 
-23-S-s 
--- JU:. ->ID 1--<-1- - 21 - -1---'--1 

-2.1 
/.IE - ffF '----"- - I~ - -1---1 

-/9- S-5 
--- }f&...;..J.111 l--<----,1-

- /1- hC-llD 1-----1 

S-s 
-15--s-s 
--- Hlf-HB 1--.-1-

- IJ -s -s 
---}IC -HD L.-..1-JI- - II - _.___..__. 
-JI 
--- /IR -HB '---JI- - 9 - ____ __, 
-9--S-S 
--- HC. - HP J--.L----4-

- 7 -- 5-S 1----1 

--- /Ill --#B '-----'-

-S-5- S i-· ---HC.-1-li> 1--,1--1- - 3 - _ ___,,_"""' 
-3 

I .. 
I 
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